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Stanmore Branch



	0208 951 5558
	stanmore@oyster-properties.co.uk





845 Honeypot Lane

Stanmore

Greater London

HA7 1AR








Arnos Grove Branch



	0208 368 5886
	arnosgrove@oyster-properties.co.uk





329 Bowes Road

Arnos Grove

London

N11 1BA
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We ensure your property gets the maximum exposure and advertise all our properties on all the main property portals together with effective use of Social Media
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Parmar Hitendrasinh1712441448

Best Estate Agent In the World
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piyush dhir1711891353

Honest and friendly



[image: Fahad Iqbal]
Fahad Iqbal1711643727

Absolutely amazing service from Gemma and Harsh at oyster properties. Helped us along the entire process, Prompt and efficient service, couldn’t have asked for anything better. Would highly recommend Gemma as well as Oyster properties.
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A Z1703169377

As a first time buyer I have had the best experience with Oyster properties. Dean and Irina have been amazing and helped me so much throughout the process of buying my new home. Thank you so much!Best wishes,Shabnam
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POOJA PATEL1702408867

Very Nice Services & Experience
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BTT-EAS Nig LTD1702029022

Exceptional customer support from the Oyster Letting group. Prompt, precise and supportive all the way. They met and exceeded my expectations. My first letting experience was awful, Oyster came to my rescue, believed in us and convinced the Landlord on our behalf to let the property to us. Big thank you to the entire team.And there welcome pack? Exceptional.
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Zeus Pest Control1700750450

Very professional service by Dhwani!
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Dimitar Shopov1700741313
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Mitesh Sojitra1699958009
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Ashu Kumar1699717007

Very professional dealing start to end. Great communication and guidance on each step.
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nita gaglani1699359674

Sub - Reviewing GemmaI have been using Oyester Properties let and manage services for last 8 years and am very happy.  This was the 1st instant where I worked with Gemma for letting out one of my property.  She is very good in her job and was impressed.
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Vikash Baradiya1699076250

A staff member in oyster properties (Specially Gemma) is really cooperative and provides you a straight forward answer without ado.Thank you for your service I truly appreciate it.
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Vinit Modha1698960758

We were looked after by Gemma really well and we were able to rent the property really quickly with her help.
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Beatrice Gaina1698957851

We have had a great experience renting with Oyster Properties.Gemma has been super helpful in answering all the questions we had and helping us with the process of getting everything ready to start renting.We have also had some interaction with Mehul, Dhaval and Pauleen. They have all been very helpful and professional in communicating with us and addressing any problems we might have.
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Kamran Ali1698947334

I recently moved into a flat at Langland Court, Northwood HA6, and tbh I couldn't be happier with my choice. The location is fantastic, offering a peaceful and friendly neighborhood with easy access to essential amenities. What truly made my renting experience exceptional was the support from the rental negotiator/associate Gemma Groogan. She guided me through every step of the process, from the initial viewing to signing the lease, making the whole transition smooth and hassle-free. I highly recommend  the rental agency Oyster Properties for their excellent service and the wonderful community in Northwood
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cghale ghale1698946303

Gemma from Oyster was very helpful in sorting out the tenancy. Replied to my queries on time. All good.
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BIOLOGY HUB1698942080

Very good
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Arooba Shafique1698935327
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Rima Doshi1698931268

I had a great experience with Gemma during my property search. She was always very friendly, patient and understanding. Highly recommend her!
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Tayiba Taj1698930408

As a first time renter dealing with Oyster Properties was an absolute delight. Gemma was absolutely fantastic as she helped me through the entire process and made it all extremely smooth. She was on hand whenever I had a query or needed assistance with anything. She was and is very quick to respond to any messages or emails which made the move so much easier and put my mind at ease. I would definitely recommend Oyster Properties.
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Mary Murphy1698930124

I have rented  out properties with Oyster Properties for many years I will honestly say that they are one of the most professional  estate agents  and have a wonderful team I have also sold houses with them  I cannot fault  them in any way Mary Murphy
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Vimal Kuvadiya1698928276

We are happy with your good service.  Specially thanks to gemma for all this.  ✌🏻🫰🙏🏻👍
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Marius Stefan1698927645

I would like to thank Oyster but extend my gratitude to Gemma for helping us find and move in to a place we call “Home”
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Abeda Mazumder1697364560

Oyster properties is the most accomplished, supporting, friendly and dedicated agency towards their clients.They meet all landlords & tenants individual requirement and provide a higher level of service and satisfaction to the best of their knowledge and skills.Anyone looking for a professional and reputable property agency to have peace of mind, I would highly recommend oyster.
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krunal thakkar1696285942
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Ayan Bhattacharyya1695384782

We booked our rented flat through Oyster Properties. The initial viewing and subsequent booking process was smooth. Gemma Groogan our letting agent was very helpful. We haven't faced any difficulty yet and even for small issues they are just a call away.
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Ankur Patel1695032457

Gemma Groogan is very cooperative person. We, Ankur Roy, Nilesh Bhanderi, and Darshit Goyani, are writing this to express our heartfelt appreciation for her kind nature and unwavering support throughout the tenancy contract process.Her dedication, professionalism, and attention to detail have been truly commendable. She is always been available to answer our queries and provide us with sound advice. Her positive attitude and friendly demeanor have made the entire process much smoother and stress-free for us.Moreover, we would like to thank you for her continued support even after the tenancy contract was signed. Her prompt responses and willingness to assist us with any issues that arose have been invaluable.In conclusion, we would like to express our sincere gratitude to you for your exceptional service and kind nature. It has been an absolute pleasure working with you, and we look forward to maintaining a long-lasting relationship with you.Especially thanks for Gemma and Mehul.Thank you once again for everything.Best regards,Ankur Roy,Nilesh Bhanderi,Darshit Goyani.
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May Perez1694127050

Outstanding experience and staff are very accomodating. Great job Gemma!
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Ioana Goga1694074960

Gemma is lovely, prompt in her answers and it was great working with her. She accommodated our needs (eg. Seeing the property twice, because I couldn't attend the 1st viewing) and was very friendly. She made the whole process of moving as stress free as it could be.
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Vimal Kumar1694035042

I have recently rented out a property through Oyster properties. Special Thanks to Gemma who helped me to rent the property without any hassles. She quickly responded to my queries and the service level was excellent. I would definitely recommend Oyster properties.
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Rudo Maswera1694009945

Friendly and helpful personnel
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Saurabh Agarwal1694004611

Gemma was exceptionally helpful to show us at an odd time (after 6) to accommodate a special situation . Nice little consultation team
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Ria Jane Remedios1693862809

I would like to express my sincere appreciation for the exceptional service delivered by the entire team at Oyster Properties. Today, I reported a maintenance issue, and to my delight, it was promptly resolved on the very same day. I extend my commendation to the Maintenance Team for their efficiency and the Maintenance Manager for her invaluable assistance in guiding me through the issue reporting process. Oyster Properties has truly redefined the rental experience for me, making it remarkably hassle-free. My heartfelt thanks to all involved.
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M Gopal1693320892

Dean showed us around a delightful property and was very genuine in his approach. I found him to be open and honest despite the property being not for us.
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Azim Karim1692949998

had a great experience with oyster properties and the whole process was so smoothly carried out
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G harji1692870501

I have had a great experience with oyster properties. It's like a family run.In letting Gemma and Neel had been so great finding great tenants.In selling Irina and Dean did a fantastic job, I was really impressed with the thorough professionalism this firm presents.I would definitely use and recommend there services.Thank you very much to all at Oyster Properties.
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T Hirani1691406045

Oyster properties was very professional during my experience with them, they keep you fully informed and take the time out to give you access to the property. Both Irina and Dean were excellent at Oyster Properties, thanks for all your help.
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Tyle Thompson1709206538

What sets Mr. Bryan apart is his personalized approach to investment. He takes the time to understand each client's financial goals, risk tolerance, and investment preferences. This enables him to tailor investment strategies that align with their individual need, maximizing their chances of success. Try Mr.Bryan’s investment service with $1,000 and watch it grow 20x within 2 weeks via 👇👇🥳
💬👇CONTACT OFFICIAL FACEBOOK 
👉@ Donald Investment Managers

🚾👇More info on WHATsApp 😇
  👉 +1 (772) 208-9499
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Dennis Lucas1693793440

I have a broker that offers an understanding platform for minded investors and he is the best when it comes to trading monitoring. He advised me to invest in my first trade and I gave it a long-lasting try a week later I gained a profit I never thought I could make if I have traded myself. It brings me pleasure to announce this joy.
Financial Analyst-Benjah Raphael
Email: benjahraphael293@gmail.com
Whatsapp:+1(707)5936134
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Lindokuhle Mlindoh1692996372

Now that the forex market is hitting higher and higher rate this is the time you hit even more profits from Mrs Hendrick Jennifer FX Trader with just an investment of $1000 your profit will hit $12,050 in just a week. She is a great trader indeed. Help your self today by contacting her I highly recommend Mrs  Hendrick Jennifer for you.                                                                           Email; hendrickjennifer550@gmail.com
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Metty Joy1689349548

I am well satisfied with the services of oyster property to find a dream house. I would like to really appreciate hard work and helping hands of all staff especially Gemma.Many Thanks to Oyster property.
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Austin Lawrence1671018391

I just withdraw my profit of $18,500 from my forex trading account direct to my bank account, thanks a lot Mr George Robert. I now have full trust on you now and can proudly recommend you to anyone, I started trading with $500 you can also  contact him, a try will convince you, Mr George Robert is honest, legit and trustworthy, The best trader in the industry Contact him via Email: georgerobertforextrader@gmail.com
Whatsapp: +1(505)596-1896
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Dmytro Petrov1664796364

Thanks Gemma for steps forward, when the situation with the search for housing already seemed hopeless!
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Deb Heneghan1662397207

I can't praise Manesh at Oyster enough. We bought our house through Oyster a few years ago. We were so impressed that when it came time to sell we didn't hesitate to go to Manesh at Oyster. We had a very tricky sale which became somewhat prolonged because of our buyer's solicitor. Manesh worked so hard to keep the sale moving and got the completion date we wanted. He put up with my daily calls and stress and was always kind and patient. Manesh is decent and genuine and incredibly professional. In short I would not hesitate in recommending using Oyster. Thanks to them and Manesh's hard work we are now living in our dream home. Thank you.'
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Sachin Gupta1652199004

We had a wonderful experience with Oyster properties.

Everything from the online viewing, to viewing booking , visit and actual process of getting the tenancy signed was really smooth.

Gemma managed and handled every thing very professionally and calmly. She was always very responsive to our sometimes not so nice queries and probing follow-ups.

We have been in the place for a month now, support that we have got even after moving in has been exceptional.

Will recommend Oyster properties to anyone looking for renting or owning a place.

🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟
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Isuru Ranasinghe1636901766

Had a great experience with Oyster properties. 

Glad we got Gemma to guide us through the process of getting our apartment from the viewing till move in ,which was quick and reliable and delivered with a friendly and cheerful nature. 

Can truly recommend Oyster properties to anyone who would want the best experience in looking for your own space. It would be even better if Gemma is around. 

Thank you Gemma and Oyster properties . 
Easily ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
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Heng  Chen1609246181

I have had a very pleasant experience with Oyster Properties, from sales to rental. The team has been very efficient, professional and friendly. I would like to thank Irina and Gemma in particular. They have done an amazing job dealing with my case. Thank you!
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Miłosz Malejki1602661692

Thank you very much Oyster Property and Gemma for the great help in renting a flat, which we are very pleased with my wife.  Gemma is a professional who answers quickly and willingly.  all the best !  good job thanks a lot!🙂🙂
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David Knight1601643222

Hi, I recently had the pleasure in dealing with Gemma Groogan of the Stanmore office/branch, for my move in July 2020. Gemma, at all times assisted and provided all the help (and instant responses to my many funny and difficult questions/queries) which at times, was far beyond my expectations, due to my previous experiences. I would highly recommend OYSTER (especially Gemma) to anyone for all your new home requirements. Thanks a ton OYSTER & Gemma and wish you the very best.
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Robert Feher1601404660

Professional service, specially Gemma was very very helpfull. Before i was scared to contact an agency to rent a property, till i meet Gemma. I highly recommend Oyster Properties!
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Gerda Jakštaitė1598724033

Outstanding customer service! ☺️ Gemma was so helpful and made all process easier than we expected. We had very bad experience with agency before we came across Oyster Properties and I highly recommend this agency,- me and my partner are very pleased with our new house 😍 keep up good work!
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Daxi Zhan1592845441

Very professional and responsive service! I needed to rent a place urgently in London, so contacted the agency after seing a place online. A lady called Gemma helped me throuout the renting process, making it really smooth and stress-free! She always replied to my emails or calls promply and was very helpful for every issue I have raised regarding the house or contract. We were able to settle-up everything in 2 days. Very happy with the agent, would certainly reccomend them!
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Leonardo Logli1587638866

Excellent service even during this tough period, Gemma was super! Papers done really quick and always ready to answer our questions. Amazing job!!
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Shruti Shah1587374598

Many thanks to the all staff Oyster Property and Specially to Gemma, who helped us in all way to find a perfect home for us. Looking forward to work with them in the future as well.😀
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Cazaciuc Nichitoi Natalia1584557178

I recommend Oyster Properties, the best team ever! Gemma I am glad that I met you, you are a very kind and nice person!
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Cosmina Maria1583482164

Gemma managed my moving in process in a very efficient way: the paperwork was done quickly, she is very responsive and the communication is clear and timely. So far so good!
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Alex Barbu1583318629

Gemma was very fast and efficient in helping us find a house and move in quickly. I highly recommend Oyster Properties.
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Monica Gazzola1580841424

Gemma managed my moving in process in a very efficient way: the paperwork was done quickly, she is very responsive and the communication is clear and timely. So far so good!
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Divyesh Ruda1576876936

Genuinely professional service from Nick Patel and  Gemma Grogan at  Oyster Properties Estate agent in Stanmore. I cannot of asked for more from Nick Patel,the manager of Lettings. He explained everything thoroughly in the process of renting my property for the first time. Gemma was really good as well in always keeping me updated with emails regarding my property. 
I cannot speak highly enough of the service this company offers compared to other agents. In addition to competitive rates, the team are professional and friendly and always respond to phone calls and emails immediately. Me and my wife will certainly continue to use oyster properties in stanmore and recommend them to anyone who wishes to rent or sell their property in the area.
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Denisa Georgiiana Rebciuc1576686944

I am very happy with the services of Oyster Properties, I especially thank Gemma who helped me step by step to rent a house. 

I hope I wasn't a headache for her, with all my calls and stupid questions. Thanks Gemma for all your patience.
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Renáta Pèntek1576684458

Gemma Groogan made so simple the moving in to the new house.  She is very friendly and manage our process quick. I hope we will cooperate for many years. Thank you
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Best Estate Agent In the World
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piyush dhir1711891353

Honest and friendly



[image: Fahad Iqbal]
Fahad Iqbal1711643727

Absolutely amazing service from Gemma and Harsh at oyster properties. Helped us along the entire process, Prompt and efficient service, couldn’t have asked for anything better. Would highly recommend Gemma as well as Oyster properties.
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A Z1703169377

As a first time buyer I have had the best experience with Oyster properties. Dean and Irina have been amazing and helped me so much throughout the process of buying my new home. Thank you so much!Best wishes,Shabnam
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Very Nice Services & Experience



[image: BTT-EAS Nig LTD]
BTT-EAS Nig LTD1702029022

Exceptional customer support from the Oyster Letting group. Prompt, precise and supportive all the way. They met and exceeded my expectations. My first letting experience was awful, Oyster came to my rescue, believed in us and convinced the Landlord on our behalf to let the property to us. Big thank you to the entire team.And there welcome pack? Exceptional.
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Zeus Pest Control1700750450

Very professional service by Dhwani!
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Ashu Kumar1699717007

Very professional dealing start to end. Great communication and guidance on each step.
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nita gaglani1699359674

Sub - Reviewing GemmaI have been using Oyester Properties let and manage services for last 8 years and am very happy.  This was the 1st instant where I worked with Gemma for letting out one of my property.  She is very good in her job and was impressed.
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Vikash Baradiya1699076250

A staff member in oyster properties (Specially Gemma) is really cooperative and provides you a straight forward answer without ado.Thank you for your service I truly appreciate it.
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Vinit Modha1698960758

We were looked after by Gemma really well and we were able to rent the property really quickly with her help.
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Beatrice Gaina1698957851

We have had a great experience renting with Oyster Properties.Gemma has been super helpful in answering all the questions we had and helping us with the process of getting everything ready to start renting.We have also had some interaction with Mehul, Dhaval and Pauleen. They have all been very helpful and professional in communicating with us and addressing any problems we might have.
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I recently moved into a flat at Langland Court, Northwood HA6, and tbh I couldn't be happier with my choice. The location is fantastic, offering a peaceful and friendly neighborhood with easy access to essential amenities. What truly made my renting experience exceptional was the support from the rental negotiator/associate Gemma Groogan. She guided me through every step of the process, from the initial viewing to signing the lease, making the whole transition smooth and hassle-free. I highly recommend  the rental agency Oyster Properties for their excellent service and the wonderful community in Northwood
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Gemma from Oyster was very helpful in sorting out the tenancy. Replied to my queries on time. All good.
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Very good
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Rima Doshi1698931268

I had a great experience with Gemma during my property search. She was always very friendly, patient and understanding. Highly recommend her!
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Tayiba Taj1698930408

As a first time renter dealing with Oyster Properties was an absolute delight. Gemma was absolutely fantastic as she helped me through the entire process and made it all extremely smooth. She was on hand whenever I had a query or needed assistance with anything. She was and is very quick to respond to any messages or emails which made the move so much easier and put my mind at ease. I would definitely recommend Oyster Properties.
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Mary Murphy1698930124

I have rented  out properties with Oyster Properties for many years I will honestly say that they are one of the most professional  estate agents  and have a wonderful team I have also sold houses with them  I cannot fault  them in any way Mary Murphy
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Vimal Kuvadiya1698928276

We are happy with your good service.  Specially thanks to gemma for all this.  ✌🏻🫰🙏🏻👍
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Marius Stefan1698927645

I would like to thank Oyster but extend my gratitude to Gemma for helping us find and move in to a place we call “Home”
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Abeda Mazumder1697364560

Oyster properties is the most accomplished, supporting, friendly and dedicated agency towards their clients.They meet all landlords & tenants individual requirement and provide a higher level of service and satisfaction to the best of their knowledge and skills.Anyone looking for a professional and reputable property agency to have peace of mind, I would highly recommend oyster.
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Ayan Bhattacharyya1695384782

We booked our rented flat through Oyster Properties. The initial viewing and subsequent booking process was smooth. Gemma Groogan our letting agent was very helpful. We haven't faced any difficulty yet and even for small issues they are just a call away.
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Ankur Patel1695032457

Gemma Groogan is very cooperative person. We, Ankur Roy, Nilesh Bhanderi, and Darshit Goyani, are writing this to express our heartfelt appreciation for her kind nature and unwavering support throughout the tenancy contract process.Her dedication, professionalism, and attention to detail have been truly commendable. She is always been available to answer our queries and provide us with sound advice. Her positive attitude and friendly demeanor have made the entire process much smoother and stress-free for us.Moreover, we would like to thank you for her continued support even after the tenancy contract was signed. Her prompt responses and willingness to assist us with any issues that arose have been invaluable.In conclusion, we would like to express our sincere gratitude to you for your exceptional service and kind nature. It has been an absolute pleasure working with you, and we look forward to maintaining a long-lasting relationship with you.Especially thanks for Gemma and Mehul.Thank you once again for everything.Best regards,Ankur Roy,Nilesh Bhanderi,Darshit Goyani.
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May Perez1694127050

Outstanding experience and staff are very accomodating. Great job Gemma!
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Ioana Goga1694074960

Gemma is lovely, prompt in her answers and it was great working with her. She accommodated our needs (eg. Seeing the property twice, because I couldn't attend the 1st viewing) and was very friendly. She made the whole process of moving as stress free as it could be.
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Vimal Kumar1694035042

I have recently rented out a property through Oyster properties. Special Thanks to Gemma who helped me to rent the property without any hassles. She quickly responded to my queries and the service level was excellent. I would definitely recommend Oyster properties.
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Rudo Maswera1694009945

Friendly and helpful personnel
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Saurabh Agarwal1694004611

Gemma was exceptionally helpful to show us at an odd time (after 6) to accommodate a special situation . Nice little consultation team
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Ria Jane Remedios1693862809

I would like to express my sincere appreciation for the exceptional service delivered by the entire team at Oyster Properties. Today, I reported a maintenance issue, and to my delight, it was promptly resolved on the very same day. I extend my commendation to the Maintenance Team for their efficiency and the Maintenance Manager for her invaluable assistance in guiding me through the issue reporting process. Oyster Properties has truly redefined the rental experience for me, making it remarkably hassle-free. My heartfelt thanks to all involved.
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M Gopal1693320892

Dean showed us around a delightful property and was very genuine in his approach. I found him to be open and honest despite the property being not for us.
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Azim Karim1692949998

had a great experience with oyster properties and the whole process was so smoothly carried out
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G harji1692870501

I have had a great experience with oyster properties. It's like a family run.In letting Gemma and Neel had been so great finding great tenants.In selling Irina and Dean did a fantastic job, I was really impressed with the thorough professionalism this firm presents.I would definitely use and recommend there services.Thank you very much to all at Oyster Properties.
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Oyster properties was very professional during my experience with them, they keep you fully informed and take the time out to give you access to the property. Both Irina and Dean were excellent at Oyster Properties, thanks for all your help.
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What sets Mr. Bryan apart is his personalized approach to investment. He takes the time to understand each client's financial goals, risk tolerance, and investment preferences. This enables him to tailor investment strategies that align with their individual need, maximizing their chances of success. Try Mr.Bryan’s investment service with $1,000 and watch it grow 20x within 2 weeks via 👇👇🥳
💬👇CONTACT OFFICIAL FACEBOOK 
👉@ Donald Investment Managers

🚾👇More info on WHATsApp 😇
  👉 +1 (772) 208-9499
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I have a broker that offers an understanding platform for minded investors and he is the best when it comes to trading monitoring. He advised me to invest in my first trade and I gave it a long-lasting try a week later I gained a profit I never thought I could make if I have traded myself. It brings me pleasure to announce this joy.
Financial Analyst-Benjah Raphael
Email: benjahraphael293@gmail.com
Whatsapp:+1(707)5936134
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Now that the forex market is hitting higher and higher rate this is the time you hit even more profits from Mrs Hendrick Jennifer FX Trader with just an investment of $1000 your profit will hit $12,050 in just a week. She is a great trader indeed. Help your self today by contacting her I highly recommend Mrs  Hendrick Jennifer for you.                                                                           Email; hendrickjennifer550@gmail.com
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I am well satisfied with the services of oyster property to find a dream house. I would like to really appreciate hard work and helping hands of all staff especially Gemma.Many Thanks to Oyster property.
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I just withdraw my profit of $18,500 from my forex trading account direct to my bank account, thanks a lot Mr George Robert. I now have full trust on you now and can proudly recommend you to anyone, I started trading with $500 you can also  contact him, a try will convince you, Mr George Robert is honest, legit and trustworthy, The best trader in the industry Contact him via Email: georgerobertforextrader@gmail.com
Whatsapp: +1(505)596-1896
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Thanks Gemma for steps forward, when the situation with the search for housing already seemed hopeless!
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I can't praise Manesh at Oyster enough. We bought our house through Oyster a few years ago. We were so impressed that when it came time to sell we didn't hesitate to go to Manesh at Oyster. We had a very tricky sale which became somewhat prolonged because of our buyer's solicitor. Manesh worked so hard to keep the sale moving and got the completion date we wanted. He put up with my daily calls and stress and was always kind and patient. Manesh is decent and genuine and incredibly professional. In short I would not hesitate in recommending using Oyster. Thanks to them and Manesh's hard work we are now living in our dream home. Thank you.'
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We had a wonderful experience with Oyster properties.

Everything from the online viewing, to viewing booking , visit and actual process of getting the tenancy signed was really smooth.

Gemma managed and handled every thing very professionally and calmly. She was always very responsive to our sometimes not so nice queries and probing follow-ups.

We have been in the place for a month now, support that we have got even after moving in has been exceptional.

Will recommend Oyster properties to anyone looking for renting or owning a place.

🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟
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Had a great experience with Oyster properties. 

Glad we got Gemma to guide us through the process of getting our apartment from the viewing till move in ,which was quick and reliable and delivered with a friendly and cheerful nature. 

Can truly recommend Oyster properties to anyone who would want the best experience in looking for your own space. It would be even better if Gemma is around. 

Thank you Gemma and Oyster properties . 
Easily ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
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I have had a very pleasant experience with Oyster Properties, from sales to rental. The team has been very efficient, professional and friendly. I would like to thank Irina and Gemma in particular. They have done an amazing job dealing with my case. Thank you!
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Thank you very much Oyster Property and Gemma for the great help in renting a flat, which we are very pleased with my wife.  Gemma is a professional who answers quickly and willingly.  all the best !  good job thanks a lot!🙂🙂
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Hi, I recently had the pleasure in dealing with Gemma Groogan of the Stanmore office/branch, for my move in July 2020. Gemma, at all times assisted and provided all the help (and instant responses to my many funny and difficult questions/queries) which at times, was far beyond my expectations, due to my previous experiences. I would highly recommend OYSTER (especially Gemma) to anyone for all your new home requirements. Thanks a ton OYSTER & Gemma and wish you the very best.
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Professional service, specially Gemma was very very helpfull. Before i was scared to contact an agency to rent a property, till i meet Gemma. I highly recommend Oyster Properties!
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Outstanding customer service! ☺️ Gemma was so helpful and made all process easier than we expected. We had very bad experience with agency before we came across Oyster Properties and I highly recommend this agency,- me and my partner are very pleased with our new house 😍 keep up good work!
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Very professional and responsive service! I needed to rent a place urgently in London, so contacted the agency after seing a place online. A lady called Gemma helped me throuout the renting process, making it really smooth and stress-free! She always replied to my emails or calls promply and was very helpful for every issue I have raised regarding the house or contract. We were able to settle-up everything in 2 days. Very happy with the agent, would certainly reccomend them!
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Excellent service even during this tough period, Gemma was super! Papers done really quick and always ready to answer our questions. Amazing job!!
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Many thanks to the all staff Oyster Property and Specially to Gemma, who helped us in all way to find a perfect home for us. Looking forward to work with them in the future as well.😀
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I recommend Oyster Properties, the best team ever! Gemma I am glad that I met you, you are a very kind and nice person!
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Gemma managed my moving in process in a very efficient way: the paperwork was done quickly, she is very responsive and the communication is clear and timely. So far so good!
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Gemma was very fast and efficient in helping us find a house and move in quickly. I highly recommend Oyster Properties.
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Gemma managed my moving in process in a very efficient way: the paperwork was done quickly, she is very responsive and the communication is clear and timely. So far so good!
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Genuinely professional service from Nick Patel and  Gemma Grogan at  Oyster Properties Estate agent in Stanmore. I cannot of asked for more from Nick Patel,the manager of Lettings. He explained everything thoroughly in the process of renting my property for the first time. Gemma was really good as well in always keeping me updated with emails regarding my property. 
I cannot speak highly enough of the service this company offers compared to other agents. In addition to competitive rates, the team are professional and friendly and always respond to phone calls and emails immediately. Me and my wife will certainly continue to use oyster properties in stanmore and recommend them to anyone who wishes to rent or sell their property in the area.
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I am very happy with the services of Oyster Properties, I especially thank Gemma who helped me step by step to rent a house. 

I hope I wasn't a headache for her, with all my calls and stupid questions. Thanks Gemma for all your patience.
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Gemma Groogan made so simple the moving in to the new house.  She is very friendly and manage our process quick. I hope we will cooperate for many years. Thank you
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